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200a Sunday, February 16, 2014bacteria use active segregation systems (hereafter ParABS). ParABS systems
encode three dedicated components: 1) an origin-proximal centromeric DNA
sequence, parS; 2) a motor ATPase ParA; and 3) a centromere-binding protein
ParB that interacts with parS and is predicted to regulate ParA activity. Two
competing models have emerged to explain active chromosome/plasmid segre-
gation by ParABS systems. The first model proposes that ParA filaments depo-
lymerize to pull ParB/parS complexes towards opposite cell halves, whereas
the second suggests a ‘‘diffusion-ratchet’’ mechanism by which ParB/parS seg-
rosome complexes ratchet along the surface of the nucleoid following regions
of higher local ParA concentration.
Here, we investigate the mechanism of segregation of the F-plasmid in
Escherichia coli by developing and using single-molecule and super-
resolution microscopy methods (photo-activated localization, and structured
illumination microscopies). We find that: (1) segregosome complexes orga-
nize in clusters with a size of ~45 nm that originate at mid-cell and rapidly
migrate to 1/4 and 3/4 positions; (2) These clusters are highly dynamic and
display brownian, confined, and directed motions; (3) the majority of ParB
proteins localize to ParB/C clusters; (4) segregosome clusters are not local-
ized at the space between the membrane and the nuclear surface, as previ-
ously predicted, but are rather localized at the interior of the nucleus; and
(5) ParA displays rapid pole to pole oscillations that extend across the core
of the nucleus. Overall, our results are inconsistent with models suggesting
that segregosome complexes are ratcheted on the nuclear surface, and rather
suggest that the mechanism of segregation involves active translocation by
the ParA ATPase.
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In the past few years, the emergence of super-resolution microscopy tech-
niques enabled diffraction unlimited imaging using the same diffraction-
limited far-field optics as in conventional fluorescence microscopy. One
approach, implemented in stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM), photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) and fluorescence
photoactivation microscopy (FPALM), relies on the stochastic nature of
single-molecule switching. High spatial resolution in these techniques can
only be realized when single fluorophores are detected with sufficiently
high signal to noise ratios to allow localization with nanometer accuracy.
Though researchers have started new journey of understanding the biological
process in mammalian cells, yet very few reports exist of studying biological
process in plant cells or tissues with such high spatial resolution. The primary
reasons are the high autofluorescence of endogenous components and the
presence of thick cell walls. We have conducted careful assessment of exist-
ing imaging techniques for single molecule imaging in plant cells and tissues,
which is the fundamental aspect of super-resolution imaging. To improve
single-molecule detection sensitivity, we are developing new microscopy
techniques based on the concept of light sheet illumination. Using these
new microscopes, we are trying to resolve nanoscale cellular structures in
plant seedlings.
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In-vivo movement of bones comprising syno-
vial joints has been evaluated in various ways
and has been calculated theoretically to under-
stand joint biomechanics. In order to assess
joint loading and bone movements accurately,
the deformation behavior of articular cartilage
has been investigated in confined and uncon-
fined compression experiments, but to date
there exist no data on dynamic in vivo deforma-
tion of articular cartilage in intact joints loaded
through controlled muscular contraction. The
objective of this study was to measure articular
cartilage deformations as a function of load in
an intact joint of live animals.
We developed a novel in-vivo testing system
that allows for controlled loading of mouse
knees through muscular contractions and quan-tification of the associated, cartilage and chondrocyte deformations. Imaging of
articular cartilage deformation across the entire medial compartment of the
knees was performed using Zeiss 510 coupled with a Coherent Chameleon
IR-laser tuned at 780 nm for two-photon excitation (Figure 1a, b).
Increases in muscular loading of the knee caused an increase in articular carti-
lage deformation. Fifty and 80% of the maximal muscular forces produced
average peak articular cartilage strains for 8s contraction of 1051% to
1952% respectively (Figure 1c).
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Quantum dots are promising candidates for single molecule imaging due to
their exceptional photophysical properties, including their intense brightness
and resistance to photobleaching. They are also notorious for their blinking.
Here we report a novel way to take advantage of quantum dot blinking to
develop an imaging technique in three-dimensions with nanometric resolution.
We first applied this method to simulated images of quantum dots, and then to
quantum dots immobilized on microspheres. We achieved imaging resolutions
(FWHM) of 8-17 nm in the x-y plane and 58 nm (on coverslip) or 81 nm (deep
in solution) in the z-direction, approximately 3-7 times better than what has
been achieved previously with quantum dots. This approach was applied to
resolve the 3D distribution of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mole-
cules at, and inside of, the plasma membrane of resting basal breast cancer
cells.
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We present a simple bright-field optical microscopy technique, which we
termed Defocusing Microscopy (DM) [1-3], able to actually reconstruct the
3-dimensional (3D) structure of phase objects. For this reconstruction it is
only necessary to measure the object DM contrast at two different objective
focal positions. We apply the developed method to red blood cells and obtain
the shapes of the upper and lower surfaces, the last one deformed by the sub-
strate. We reconstruct cells in isotonic, hypotonic conditions, as shown in the
figure below. Additionally, we obtain the height fluctuations, with nanometer
sensitivity, and the elastic modulii of each surface separately. For entire 3D im-
aging of phase objects in motion, one can use two cameras focused on two
different positions. Therefore, DM technique can also be applied to obtain
3D reconstruction of cells flowing in
micro-fluidic devices.
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In this work we show label-free metabolic imaging of induced pluoripotent
stem (iPS) cell delineating regions of different metabolic activity at subcellular
level. iPS cells, which are derived from adult somatic cells (skin fibroblast in
this case) by nuclear reprogramming, possess pluoripotency. Hence, these cells
offer a unique platform for stem cell research, drug discovery and testing, dis-
ease treatment development and toxicological screening. The phasor approach
was applied to endogenous NADH fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
(FLIM) to map free to bound NADH ratio distribution within single cells.
The FLIM phasor distribution shows a clear difference between metabolic
states of the nucleus and cytoplasmic regions. The nuclei had a larger fraction
